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ABSTRACT

Wemake statistical investigations of various speech
corpora to extract useful information reecting the
contents of the corpus so that we can create a sort of
guidelines for selecting the most suitable corpus. A
word is not separated by spaces in the Japanese text.
Accordingly, we adopt n-gram counting methods to
extract frequent mora sequences instead of words. A
mora roughly corresponds to a syllable.
By investigating the frequencies of 1 to 10-mora se-

quences in the existing six corpora, we can �nd the
distinction between the written and the spoken lan-
guages, keywords and topics of dialogues.
This paper shows that the simple statistical inves-

tigation makes it possible to represent the contents
of the corpus to some extent without conducting a
complicated job such as morphological analysis.

1. INTRODUCTION

For years, many researchers have pointed out that
spoken dialogue corpora are indispensable for pro-
moting spoken dialogue research. However, much less
discussion has been made on how to design it or which
to choose when several corpora are available.
It is very di�cult to have general discussions on the

contents of spoken dialogue corpus, so we are obliged
to deal with them individually. In terms of formal
properties, however, we will be able to have a sort of
design principles or guidelines for selecting the most
suitable corpus.
For instance, when there are transcribed texts of

simulated dialogues, we may obtain reference data
to decide which material is more suitable for given
objectives by analyzing statistical characteristics of
the texts.
Up to now various methods have been proposed

and reported to extract signi�cant sequences from
the text. However, most proposed methods presu-
pose that the text is divided into word sequences [1].
A word is not separated by spaces in the Japanese
text. It will be necessary to �nd word boundaries by
a morpheme analysis, which requires much time and
labour and might fail if there are unknown words in
the text. Accordingly, we adopted n-gram counting

methods to extract frequent mora sequences instead
of words.
We made statistical investigations of various speech

corpora to extract useful information reecting the
contents of a corpus so that we can make a sort of
guidelines for selecting the most suitable corpus.

2. ANALYSIS METHODS

We investigated the occurrence frequencies of a
phoneme, a two-phoneme sequence, a mora and an
n-mora sequence (n-gram), using 55 phonemic units,
and 215 moraic units including those used for repre-
senting loan words; a mora roughly corresponds to a
syllable.
A word is not separated by spaces in the Japanese

language text, so it is not easy to extract one from
a transcribed text. We need a method which does
not require morphological analysis or word boundary
detection.
The number of moras is 215. When investigating

the joint occurrence frequency, the number of units
grows tremendously as the combination number in-
creases. The ordinary n-gram counting method will
be extremely ine�cient if we count the occurrence fre-
quency by pattern matching with all the units entered
in advance; it requirs a lot of memory size to enter
only the counting units. To avoid this, we adopted
a more e�cient statistical investigation method of n
combined units (n>1) proposed by Nagao et al [2].
The principle of the adopted n-gram counting

method is to regard the whole text as a single mora
sequence and to count the actually occurred n-grams
only instead of �lling in the entries of all possible n-
grams.
The n-gram counting method gives frequent se-

quences of n moras. It also gives m-grams which are
partial sequences of the n-gram of m < n.
Then we also investigated n-grams without dupli-

cate counting of the sequence, which is also part of a
longer sequence. In other words, the m-grams, which
are also part of n-grams with m < n, are not counted
in this method [3].
This gives longer sequences of high occurrence fre-

quency. However, the above mentioned processing
also excludes signi�cant sequences which are partial
sequences of longer ones.
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Therefore, we examined the following three meth-
ods to extract signi�cant sequences of high occurrence
frequency.
The basic idea common to the three methods is

that signi�cant sequences might have stronger con-
necting force among the counting units.

(1) Sequence cohesiveness metric: This metric was
derived from the "pair cohesiveness", which was
de�ned as the ratio between the mutual informa-
tion and self information of a pair [4].
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The probability was obtained by dividing the fre-
quency of sequences by the total number of se-
quences.

(2) Variance of preceding and following mora occur-
rences: The method is based on the idea that
various moras occur preceding or following a sig-
ni�cant sequence [5]. For example, the informa-
tion entropy of the following units is given by the
equation below.

H(S) = �
mX

i=1

fP (S0; wi) log(S
0; wi)g (2)

S 0 stands for a
sequence of n-1 units x1x2:::; xn�1, wi denotes
a unit which follows S0 and m the number of all
wi's.

(3) Logarithmic likelihood ratio: Divide a sequence
S of length n, S = x1x2:::xn into two parts
S 0 = x1x2:::xn�1 and xn. We can assume that
the connecting force as a sequence will be strong
if the two parts occur with more probabilistic
dependency. The likelihood ratio is as follows:

L = logf
P (D j MD)

P (D jMI)
g (3)

D denotes observed data, while MD represents
a model in which the two parts are dependent
and MI independent. P (D j MD) designates
probability of observation of data D if the model
MD is true. The same is applicable to P (D j
MI).

3. SPEECH CORPORA

Speech materials used for the statistical anal-
ysis were taken from ASJ (Acoustical Society of
Japan) continuous speech corpus volumes 1 to 7,
ATR Dialogue Corpus and simulated dialogue cor-
pora recorded during the "Spoken Dialogue" project
[6].

1) ATR 503 sentences: Vol1-3 (503 sentences, Vols.
1-3)

Phonetically balanced sentences, typical written
language, which are selected from newspapers,
journals, novels, letters, textbooks, among oth-
ers, in a way that several phonetic environments
occur at the same rate as possible as they can.

2) ASJ Simulated Dialogues: Vol7 (3129 sentences,
37 dialogues, Vol.7)

Transcribed sentences of the speeches after simu-
lated dialogues were recorded with a task of var-
ious guides.

3) ASJ Guide Task Sentences: Vol4-6 (1027 sen-
tences, 12 dialogues, Vols. 4-6)

Selected from the above mentioned simulated di-
alogue sentences, 12 dialogues were transcribed
and corrected by eliminating interjections and
mispronunciations, considering legibility, syntac-
tic standards and politeness.

4) ATR Dialogues: Atr (10609 sentences)

Dialogues on the phone regarding an application
for international conferences or travel informa-
tion were recorded and transcribed.

5) Telephone Shopping Dialogues: Tsu (2060 sen-
tences, 25 dialogues)

Simulated dialogues were transcribed. Twenty
�ve dialogues with a task of telephone shopping
by catalogue.

6) Electronic Secretary Dialogues : Kyo(480 sen-
tences), Schedule management dialogues: Uec
(755 sentences), and Japanese MAPTASK Cor-
pus: Chi (482 sentences)

These corpora can be classi�ed into three cate-
gories: written texts(1), various dialogues(2, 3, 4) and
task oriented dialogues(5, 6).

4. STATISTICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF

VARIOUS SPEECH CORPORA

We conducted statistical investigations of 1 to 10-
mora sequences for each speech corpus of Nos. 1 to 6
as mentioned above. We calculated the sequence co-
hesiveness metric, variance of preceding and following
moras, logarithmic likelihood ratio of the sequences
of n moras, etc. based on the results of n-gram count-
ings.
For the corpora Vol7, Vol4-6 and Atr, those

expressions particular to the dialogue, such as
"soudesune"(Is that right ?), "soudesuka"(Is that so
?) or "arimasuka"(Is there ...), occur in 5-mora
sequences, suggesting that they are dialogue sen-
tences. "desukeredo" (you are right, but ...) has a
high occurrence frequency in the corpus Vol4-6 while



"N'desukedo"(you're right, but ...) does in the corpus
Vol7, showing that Vol4-6 corpus have more polite ex-
pressions. Actually, the corpus Vol4-6 is the corpus
Vol7 corrected.
Moreover, we can presume the topic of dia-

logues to some extent from such sequences as
"ninottekudasai"(take the train of ...) in 8-
moras or "kikaisiN'koukaika(N')"(Machinery Promo-
tion Building) in 10-moras of the corpus Vol4-6. Sim-
ilarly, we can predict a task of reception or reserva-
tion from such sequences as "a-soudesukaha(i)"(well,
is that so ? Yes) in 8-moras, "kuonegaiitasi-
masu"(Will you please do it ?), "arigatougoza-
imasu" (thank you very much), "haikasikomarim-
asita"(Yes, I understand) or "yorosiidesyokahai"(Is
it OK ? Yes) in 10-moras of the corpora Atr and
Tsu. Moreover, nouns inherent in the task oc-
cur, such as "gocyuumoN'"(your order) in 5-moras
or "odeN'wabaN'gou"(your telephone number) in 8-
moras of the corpus Tsu.
Figures 1 and 2 show the number of occurrences of

the mora sequences of length one to ten. The hori-
zontal thick line indicates the number of all moras of
the investigated corpus, i. e., the corpus size. The
bar graph reaches the horizontal thick line when all
the sequences occur only once in the corpus. Figure
1 shows that more than 90 % of the total 4-mora-
sequences occur only once in the Vol1-3 corpus, while
Fig. 2 shows that most mora sequences occur more
than once in the Tsu corpus.
Figures 3 and 4 show ratios between the entropy of

the sequences, which occur only once, and that of all
sequences of length k, where k varies from 1 to 10.
Figures 3 and 4 indicate that the curve reaches 90%
at 4 moras in the Vo1-3 corpus. This suggests that
Vol1-3 corpus is more phonetically balanced than the
others.
Figure 5 illustrates mean sequence length of occur-

rence frequency of 2 or more, extracted by the n-gram
counting without duplication. Figure 5 indicates that
Tsu and Kyo corpora give longer frequent sequences.
This implies that stereotyped expressions occur fre-
quently in these corpora.

5. MEASURES FOR SELECTING SPEECH

CORPUS

Our studies have revealed so far that the written
language can be distinguished from the spoken one by
investigating 2 or 3-mora sequences and that the re-
dundant words, such as interjections, can be found
among the mora sequences of high occurrence fre-
quency. The main features of the results are as fol-
lows:

1) The ratio of the number of di�erent mora se-
quences to that of the total mora sequences,
which actually occurred, reects phonetic bal-
ance of the corpus. The faster the ratio comes
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Figure 1: Occurrence frequency of extracted mora
sequences (Vol1-3 corpus)
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Figure 2: Occurrence frequency of extracted mora
sequences (Tsu corpus)
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Figure 3: Ratio between the entropy of mora se-
quences of occurrence frequency of one and that of
all occurrence frequencies.
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quences of occurrence frequency of one and that of
all occurrence frequencies.
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Figure 5: Mean length of mora sequences of occur-
rence frequency of 2 or more, extracted without du-
plication

close to the maximum, the more balanced the
corpus will be (See Figs. 1 & 2).

2) The information entropy ratio between mora se-
quences of occurrence frequency of one and that
of all occurrence frequencies indicates the degree
of phonetic balance of the corpus. Larger values
of this metric reect that there is much variety
in the occurrence of mora sequences (See Figs. 3
& 4).

3) The average mora sequence length of occurrence
frequency of 2 or more: larger values of this met-
ric show that long mora sequences or stereotyped
expressions occur frequently (See Fig. 5).

6. CONCLUSIONS

This paper reports the results of our statistical in-
vestigations in an attempt to evaluate the character-
istics and contents of speech corpora quantitatively.
By investigating the frequencies of 1 to 10-mora se-

quences in the existing six corpora, we can �nd the
distinction between the written and the spoken lan-
guages, keywords and topics of dialogues.
The simple statistical investigation makes it possi-

ble to represent the contents of the corpus to some
extent without conducting a complicated job such as
morphological analysis.
The issue in the future is to review the e�ciency

of these methods to propose speci�c applicabilities in
designing a speech corpus by investigating statisti-
cally a larger amount of speech corpora.
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